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1) In the MMM case study, the data flow diagram was used to analyze the interactions between the business processes and the operational data stores.

A) True
B) False
2) Why did the MMM database designer choose to consolidate the five operational databases into one central database?

A) To reduce operating cost
B) To achieve better performance
C) To facilitate data sharing
D) The 5 databases were small
E) All of the above
3) How many m:n relationships are in this part of the ERD?

A) 1
B) 2
C) 3
D) 4
4) Why is there a direct relationship between the **order** entity and **product** entity?

A) An order can have only one product in MMM.
B) A product can belong to only one order in MMM.
C) The ERD is incorrect since product and order should always have a m:n relationship.
5) How can we be sure that every purchase record contains one and only one product to purchase?

A) Through the foreign key constraint, we know that purchase.serial_numb must be not null.

B) Through the foreign key constraint, we know that purchase.serial_numb = product.serial_numb. Through the primary key constraints we also know that serial_numb in both tables must be unique and not null.

C) There is no guarantee that a purchase record will have a single purchased product.

```sql
CREATE TABLE purchase
(
    serial_numb INTEGER,
    owner_numb INTEGER,
    age INTEGER,
    gender CHAR (1),
    purchase_date DATE,
    purchase_place VARCHAR (50),
    learn_code INTEGER,
    relationship CHAR (10),
    PRIMARY KEY (serial_numb),
    FOREIGN KEY (serial_numb) REFERENCES product,
    FOREIGN KEY (owner_numb) REFERENCES owner
);

CREATE TABLE product
(
    serial_numb INTEGER,
    model_numb INTEGER,
    date_manufactured DATE,
    status_code INTEGER,
    date_shipped DATE,
    order_numb INTEGER,
    PRIMARY KEY (serial_numb),
    FOREIGN KEY (model_numb) REFERENCES model,
    FOREIGN KEY (status_code) REFERENCES product_status,
    FOREIGN KEY (order_numb) REFERENCES order
);
```
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